A sharper set of sufficient conditions for the criterion used for the weak mean square error test of Wallace is established to replace the sufficient conditions of his development .
Introduction
In a recent issue of this Journal, Wallace [4] , building on some of his earlier work [1, 3] , with the K parameter classical linear statistical model (1.1) y = X § + e, under J linear restrictions or hypotheses (1.2) RB -r = 0, presents a test for determining when the difference of the risk functions of the least squares unrestricted and restricted estimators is positive. Wallace's sufficient condition for the risk of the restricted estimator, E(B-3)' (3) (4) (5) (6) to be at least as small as that of the unrestricted estimator, E(b-3)'(b-3) is that the magnitude of the specific errors, 5, in the null hypotheses, (1.2) , be such that
Where pj^i s the smallest characteristic root of S=X'X. The parameter X equals (RB-r)'(RS"'^R')*'^(RB-r)/2a^which equals 6 ' (RS'^^R') ""^(5/20^a nd is the noncentrality parameter in the F,.^" ". distribution of the test statistic, u = (.A ,J , 1 -Nj (Rb-r)'(RS"-^R')"-^(Rb-r)/Ja^ where P is such that P (X'X) P 
In order to determine conditions under which the risk function for b exceeds that' for 3, we subtract (2.4) Sup^_Z_i!---__--I^-= d, , restricting x"^to be 0, must be at least as small as the supremum for all x. Hence, the largest root of S is greater than or equal to that of S'^^R' (RS"-'-R')"'^RS" , which is d^^.
Thus a sufficient condition, and the smallest one that will always hold, for the risk of b to be at least as large as B is that
This expression is the same as (1.3) with \i, which is the reciprocal of the largest root of S , replaced by 1/d. so that the bound obtained for \ must be greater than or equal to that in t le Wallace result.
To explore the composition of the size of the two risk functions (2.5),
we use an orthogonal transformation C to obtain the characteristic roots of A so 
Since we never know the values fi £., the risk function of b is greater than equal -to that of 3 about which risk function is larger when --< X < 2dt 2d.
For the risk function of B> the inequality 
Concluding Remarks
By repararaeterizing the model, a sharper result has been given for comparing the risks of the restricted and conventional least squares estimators. [4] and this extension provide a systematic basis for determining the statistical consequences in a risk context of making use of each of the estimators.
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